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Border Branch beats the blues!
The Border Branch has, for many years, been the branch which has hosted the largest
number of events for schools in the area. In 2021 they managed, despite the continued
impact of Covid-19, to keep the SACEE flag flying in East London, as we can see from
their annual report:
After the disruptions of 2020 and with the uncertainty of what 2021 would bring, it was decided to scale
down the activities for 2021 and focus rather on activities that could be implemented regardless of the
restrictions placed on schools as a result of COVID-19 and subsequent lockdowns. Therefore, the
following events were planned and implemented:
Poetry Festival for Grade 4 – Grade 11
The National Language Challenge and Puzzle Parade
The National Short Story Competition
The Online Public Speaking Contest
The

While some schools still struggled to adjust to the restrictions placed on them, it was promising to see the
support shown during yet another difficult year. The learners need to be commended for rising to the
challenges placed before them and yet again producing work of an excellent quality.
It was not possible to host our Annual General Meeting, but the following committee members agreed to
continue to serve on the committee for another year:
Verushka Packery (Chairperson)
Amy Smith (Vice Chairperson)
Lisa van Tonder (Secretary)
Melanie Loxton
Lisa Ninneman
Candice Luck
Also, it was not possible for us to host the annual SACEE Border Branch Prize-giving, and therefore we
would like to acknowledge those learners who excelled in the various activities hosted during the year. We
humbly ask that the schools recognise their top achievers. We also wish to commend those schools that
continually perform well:
1st Place - DUX
Foundation Phase

2nd Place

3rd Place

Transkei Primary

Primary Schools

Hudson Park Primary

Stirling Primary

George Randell Primary

High Schools

Clarendon Girls’ High

Merrifield

Stirling High
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From my Chair …
SACEE’s constitutional
objective is to ‘To support
the teaching, learning and
appreciation of English’.
This is achieved through the
events organized by our
branches and the four
national projects—the National English
Olympiad, the National Language Challenge,
the National Short Story Competition and
the English Alive publication (organized via
three of our branches).
Covid has continued to hamper delivery of
our objective, but the branches has soldiered
on and provided opportunities for thousands
of young people to be enriched. A number of
branches have moved some of their
competitions online, which has been wellreceived.
Many thanks to all those who serve on our
branch and project committees.
I would also like to express our debt to to
our National Secretary and Treasurer, Lesley
Todd, for her patience and tireless efforts to
keep the organisation going and to ensure
that our finances are in good order.
- MALCOLM VENTER
NATIONAL CHAIR

Who is SACEE?
The South African Council for English Education is
a registered non-profit association mainly
consisting of voluntary members. SACEE was
established in 1955 by a small group of people who
were dedicated to the protection of English usage.
That was necessary at the time, as the Nationalist
government, which had taken office in 1948, aimed
to sideline English in favour of Afrikaans.
Our mission statement – to support the teaching,
learning and appreciation of English—is our focus
now that that situation no longer pertains.
Through a network of branches and membership,
the Council succeeds in initiating and sustaining a
wide variety of worthwhile activities and projects,
undertaken voluntarily by members and aimed at
benefiting teachers, learners as well as college and
university students. SACEE provides a practical
means for individuals and organisations to
participate in the development of skills and in the
enjoyment of the English language. SACEE draws
together people with an appreciation of the richness
of the language, a concern for clarity of thought
and a respect for the multilingual diversity of South
Africa.
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Border Branch (continued from page 1)
Verushka Packery
POETRY FESTIVAL
There were far fewer entries than usual in 2021, but this did not detract from the
quality of most of the poems. In total there were 95 poems, with 19 earning Gold
Awards and 16 earning Silver Awards. The learners seemed to enjoy exploring the
topic, ‘The Sights and Sounds of my Life’ from many angles.
NATIONAL LANGUAGE CHALLENGE AND PUZZLE PARADE
It was promising to see an increase in the number of schools who were able to enter the 2021 SACEE National Puzzle
Parade and Language Challenge. While this number is still significantly less than in pre-COVID years, we are confident
that these numbers will continue to increase as the school environment normalizes.
NATIONAL SHORT STORY COMPETITION
We had a total of 799 entries in the 2021 100-Word Short Story Competition. There were 564 entries from Primary
Schools and 235 High School entrants. A total of 8% received Gold and 15% received Silver Awards in the Primary
Schools section. In the High Schools’ section, 9% received Gold and 13% received Silver Awards.
ONLINE PUBLIC SPEAKING CONTEST
SACEE was pleased to host its first Online Public Speaking Contest. Under the
circumstances, the event was well supported with 32 entries received from
various schools in East London.
MESSAGE FROM OUR CHAIRPERSON
After many long hours spent on remote meetings, we have managed to complete another year of SACEE projects with
the goal of keeping the flags of SACEE flying high. On behalf of the border branch, we wish to thank our local
schools for their continuous support and participation in the projects of 2021. Thank you to our SACEE secretary, Ms
Lisa von Tonder, for her continuous support and hard work. To the recipients of these very honourable awards,
congratulations! You are making huge strides in achieving excellence in English! It has been almost two years of the
Pandemic and a fair challenge in Education however we have proven resilient.

Bloemfontein Branch
Melissa Smith
As of March 2020, the Bloemfontein SACEE debating has been at a standstill. The schools in Bloemfontein are
struggling to get debating teams together as schools have not been allowed to participate in extra-murals for almost
two years. Many schools only started with debating in the second term of 2022 and the interest in debating is definitely
lacking. It will take a lot of effort from the schools to get the learners interested again and to get debating back on
track.
We are very dependent on the students to adjudicate at each round and this is another challenge that we are facing.
Besides the very low number of teams that are interested, the adjudicators are a concern. Many of the students no
longer reside in Bloemfontein due to the pandemic as they are either finished with their studies or studying online. The
student adjudicators play a vital role in ensuring the running of our debating league, but we will do our best to het
Bloemfontein debating going again. We are planning to change the format for this year. Instead of having separate
rounds on Thursday evenings, we will host Saturday events where we will have round robins. This will hopefully ease
the difficulties with adjudicators.
Mrs Megan Potgieter has been a tremendous help throughout the year and I appreciate her efforts.
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Western Cape Branch
Alison Gwynn-Evans
2022 2021 was a busy year with good support from the committee and schools.
We managed to continue to offer our competitions as a combination of online
and in-person – although the stresses on school organisation because of the
COVID-19 pandemic are evident. Schools must be congratulated for having
the energy to incorporate extra curricula projects into their busy programs.
We have four new members formally elected to the SACEE Western Cape
Committee, with three resignations, bringing our total at fourteen.

SPELLCHECK
Thirteen schools entered the Spellcheck competition, slightly down our numbers –
but the total number of entries was just below 3000, up by a couple of hundred from
the previous year. And there was a record number of certificates – just over 300,
with the best ever average error achieved by Christian Brothers’ College at 1.72. CBC
St John’s has kept its first place position once again and is to be heartily commended
for its success! The winning large school was Westerford for the second year
running, followed by St Cyprians and Wynberg Gir’s High.
We were pleased to have entries from as far afield as Beaufort West; and courier
companies enable us to deliver certificates at a
distance. A heartfelt thank-you to Terrill Nicolay for
co-ordinating the marking and for the team from St
Andrew’s Newlands, who cheerfully mark the
papers. Thanks, too, to Gaynor Crowe for
personalising each certificate with her beautiful,
scripted handwriting.

ONLINE PUBLIC SPEAKING
COMPETITION
The SACEE Online Public Speaking Competition continues to grow from strength
to strength under the guidance of Jack Mutsvairo. The 2021 competition was a huge
success. The competition aims to equip students with skills for persuasive
communication. More than 10 schools from Knysna to Malmesbury participated in
both the junior and senior competitions.
The winning school overall was Wynberg Girls’ High School, which won both the
senior and junior sections! Well done to Imaan Ajam and Lilitha Onjies of of
Wynberg Girls’ High, who both topped the scores for their respective rounds,
closely followed in second place by Emma Giles from Reddam and Cara Ronan
from Springfield, who tied for second place in the Grade 10-12 round. Matthew
Oakes and Teagan Dreyer from Reddam came second and third respectively in the
Grade 8 and 9 round.
We used an online site -Flipgrid - to load the videos which enables a wider range of
schools to participate. This proved to be the easiest app to use as the recording time
of 3 minutes can be pre-set so participants are forced to stick to the time limit.

FORUM DISCUSSIONS
Many thanks to all schools who participated in 2021.
It was tricky at times to coordinate everyone but we
still managed to run a successful competition. Special
thanks to Springfield and Reddam for hosting live
events and to York High (in George) for pioneering
the first livestream version. Congratulations to St
George's Grammar School for winning the
competition, and to Reddam, whose speakers won
Best Chair and Best Speaker Awards.

The 2022 edition of English Alive will be
the 56th anthology, produced annually
without a break in production.

English Alive 2022 staff
Editor: Twanji Kalula Assistant Editors:
Chelsea van Lieshout, Miarah Cader
Proofreaders: Naeelah Kamaldien
Marketing Assistant: Alice Smith
Layout & Design: Jo-Anne Friedlander of
User Friendly
The editor’s capacity has become constrained and we need some help! We are
putting together specs for roles – in
terms of business management, order
management and project management.
We have a marketing intern on board,
Soliciting submissions
We have received an increased number
of submissions for 2022 – there was a
significant decline in submissions in
2021 – this can be attributed to the erratic school year leading up to the 1 May
2021 hard deadline.
Submissions
Our ‘At Any Time’ initiative is ongoing
and encourages learners and teachers to
submit throughout the year and avoid a
rush in May.
Selection
Once the editor and our assistant editors
have reviewed all the pieces, a shortlist
will emerge; from those pieces, through
discussion and consultation (where necessary), the final published selection of
60-70 pieces will be drawn. All work is
read and assessed anonymously.
Production
We implemented a minor redesign –
rearranging the issues and giving it more
room. We also updated the fonts. We
reduced our print run in 2021 and 2022
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– we will need to reprint some 2021
copies due to a large order. In addition to the ongoing pandemic, we
face sales, postage, and delivery challenges – there has been a complete
collapse of the postal system. We are
increasingly making use of PostNet
and Pep delivery.
Publication
We would like to publish this year’s
edition at the end of August. I suspect we will be able to have a small
physical launch this year. Virtual
launches should continue to happen.
They add value for schools in the
rest of the country. Once again, we
will make an electronic version of
this year’s edition available on the
English Alive website, though demand
remains low. We are working on
making Kindle editions available.
Reprint rights
We have received an increased number of requests this year from publishers to reproduce pieces from previous issues of English Alive. These
amounts have been minimal, and
negotiations have been challenging.

Johannesburg Branch Report
Rohan Quince
DEBATING
The SACEE (JHB Branch) debating league in 2021 had to surmount the many
challenges that the Covid pandemic had created within the schooling
community. Following on from the experimental transition to online debating in
2020 the league proceeded to a complete electronic format in 2021. The league
enjoyed an increase of entrants with 74 senior and 72 junior teams. Thanks to
the use of the Discord application data costs were kept to a minimum in order
to reduce the digital divide. Another advantage of this transition was that the
physical restrictions of geographic location could be overcome so that all of our
participant schools could directly compete with each other. After all the rounds
were completed, the final results were as follows: Senior Championships:
Fourways High beat St Mary's. Senior Plate Championships: Heronbridge
College beat Crawford Sandton Junior Championships: Brescia House beat
Trinity, Randpark Ridge. Junior Plate Championships: Trinity, Randpark Ridge
beat St Mary's.

CREATIVE WRITING
306 entries from 36 schools were received for the 2021 Competition. The
winner of the Junior Poetry Competition was Maya Young, Grade 9, from St
Cyprian’s High School, for a poem entitled ‘Whispers in the Walls’. The winner
of the Senior Poetry Competition was Ariel Oudmayer, Grade 11, King David
High School, Linksfield, for a poem entitled ‘Dylan’.

Whispers in the walls

The English Alive website
The English Alive website is still active at www.englishalive.org.za
The website includes information
about English Alive, the latest news
from the project and its past contributors, many images from our events,
an electronic submission facility and
an online order form. We are hoping
to get our Marketing Intern to manage our website.

English Alive social media
Robin Malan continues to manage our
Facebook group. Robin monitors these
posts carefully. You can join the group
by visiting https://www.facebook.com/
groups/34922431048/ and then clicking
on the join button. It is a great resource
and is filled with the latest information
about the work we do and news from
our past contributors. We have also
launched new Twitter, Instagram and
TikTok accounts: @EnglishAlive_ZA
TWANJI KALULA
EDITOR

2021

Whispers in the walls
Voices belong to places I have never seen
My breath is the only sound around me
Writing in the dark
Beautiful poetic thoughts
Hide from the cold night
Thousands of hands tapping against my window
Below thick duvet sheets I write
Cocooned in an orange world
Paintings of today hang in my mind
Voices, movement leave trails behind
Blushed cheeks
Staccato guitar lesson
My fingers unable to stay with the music
Inches from touching it
But I still feel magic
The resonance of the strings
It draws stars
Floods pages
Sleep is an unwanted friend tonight
He refuses to walk away
Only pulls down my eyelids further
I want to see colours
The world
Looks different tonight
I search for new places in my bedroom walls
Sleep holds me
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Beloved Dylan
Beloved Dylan
Happy birthday.
It’s nearly been a year since
I saw you.
I’ve brought candles, there’s cake and
flowers.
As beautiful as the Sunday when
I listened to our song today but the words have
different meanings
now.
It’s nearly been a year since I
whispered
in your ear
sleeping so
softly in your cocoon
And I can still hear the incessant, tenebrous buzz of the
machine
rhythmic and
fragile like
you.
Regrettably, I am unable to attend so tell me, Butterfly:
Do they have birthday parties up there?

SHAKESPEARE FESTIVAL
AND MONOLOGUE COMPETITION
The Shakespeare Festival and Monologue Competition
took place in the new outdoor Imagination Theatre at
NCT on 11-13 May 2021.
There were entries from eight schools and clubs.
Eventually fifty-eight monologues and fifteen scenes were
performed over the three days of the festival. Eighteen
plays and the sonnets were represented. Old favourites like
A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Macbeth, Hamlet and Othello
featured prominently, but it was gratifying
to watch extracts from less well-known
plays as well, like Troilus and Cressida, All’s
Well That Ends Well and The Winter’s Tale.
First place in the Junior Monologue section
went to Dhyan Naran from St James for
his expressive portrayal of Caliban when he
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curses the oppressive Prospero in The Tempest. The runnerup was Radhe Bagaloo, also from St James. She delightfully
played the Fairy chasing the snakes and spiders away from
the Fairy Queen’s bower in A Midsummer Night’s Dream.
There were two winners in the Senior Monologue section:
Sidney Benard from St Stithians and Jeb Molteno from
Jeppe. Sidney gave a powerful and moving performance as
Lady Anne mourning over the coffin of Henry VI in
Richard III. Jeb achieved a very contemporary relevance in
his humorous rendering of Benedick in As You Like It –
why do men fall in love?
Due to the high standard of performance, no fewer than
five runner-up awards were presented. Ektoras Meyer
from Willowmoore shone in his portrayal of Cassius in
Julius Caesar. Rachelle Weiss gave a subtle and varied
rendering of Ophelia’s mad scene in Hamlet. Michael
Theron from Jeppe was hilarious as Trinculo discovering
Caliban cowering under a cloak in The Tempest. Matthew
Greenfield from King Edward gave an imaginative and
lively rendition of Launcelot Gobbo in The Merchant of
Venice, torn between listening to his conscience or to the
fiend! Domineque Rayson from Woodlands showed her
versatility in a feisty performance as Emilia in Othello and
then as the scheming and smitten Phoebe in As You Like
It.
The runners-up in the Best Scene section were Anda Tenza
and Mahlatse Ramadibane from St Dominic’s respectively
as the tortured Othello and the evil Iago in Othello. First
place went to NCT’s Shakespeare Club for their
performance of one of the forest scenes in As You Like
It. They included the famous ‘All the world’s a stage’
speech and finished with a charming rendition of
Shakespeare’s song, ‘Blow, blow, thou winter
wind’. Congratulations to Matthew Rusznyak, Rearabetswe
Molope, Simone Greehy, Reynard Vos, Sashin
Woolfgaardt, Kajal Khandelwal and Ronelle Silverstone!
Thank you to National Children’s Theatre and to SACEE
for promoting Shakespeare! Well done to all the talented
performers and their dedicated teachers for their support.

PRETORIABRANCH
Celeste Marks
Due to COVID and the overwhelming feeling of anxiety experienced by teachers, parents and children, the Pretoria Branch did not go ahead with the Creative Writing
Competition in 2021.
HOWEVER, 2022 is our year! We have planned an exciting new twist to our competition, which will also include art work to represent the prose or poetry. I would like to
welcome Mrs Lili Symmonds to our team as the Primary School Coordinator. Watch
this space for announcement of the High School Coordinator, who will assume her
position in 2023.
I look forward to getting back into the swing of things! We have missed you all.
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Eastern cape
branch

MIDVAAL BRANCH
Annastella Papageorgiou
This year the Junior Original Writing Competition for Primary Schools was led by Miss Annastella Papageorgiou from Mondeor Primary School. She was assisted by Mrs Robin Nell, Mrs
Heather Tutton, Mrs Paula De Oliviera, Miss Talita Bedessy and the Miss Earth SA Team.
Individual pieces of writing were submitted by nine schools. All entrants received a certificate:
participation, merit, runner-up or winner.
The floating trophy in memory of Mrs Beverly Liebenberg was awarded to the school with the
most winning pieces (Pridwin Preparatory School) and a trophy recording the top five schools
was presented to the runner-up school (Hartford College) in honour of Dr Richard Hayward, a
founder of this particular competition.
In order to promote writing throughout primary schools, winning slots were allocated: one overall
winner per grade, four winners for Grade 3, four winners for Grade 4, five winners for grade 5,
six for Grade 6 and seven for Grade 7. However, these varied according to the adjudicator/s. The
winning pieces were allocated points according to their level of achievement: three points for an
overall win, two points for the winner slots and one point for each runner-up. The merit and participation awards were not allocated points.
The competition was sponsored by The Miss Earth South Africa Programme, Mondeor Primary
School, The Glen Shopping Centre and Generation Earth.
Due to Covid 19 and the anticipated fourth wave we decided not to have an awards ceremony;
however, a booklet was published with the winners and runners-up work. All award recipients
received a notebook and pen to inspire them to continue writing. The overall winners were also
allocated a novel suitable to their grade level of reading. The Top Five Schools were as follows:
1: Pridwin Preparatory School 2: Hartford College 3: Roedean School S.A 4: King David Primary School, Linksfield 5: Mondeor Primary School.

Lynne GaddClaxton
As my first year as a chair,
I felt I have big shoes to
fill. Thank you to outgoing
chair Anne Peltason for
her years of serving as
chair. I have always admired you and find that
you take on any task with
passion. Thank you to
Anne for her guidance and
support through the transition. I am sure I will call on
you often.
Thank you to Rob Sharman for his support as
Academic Coordinator of
the English Olympiad and
for his support on a national level.
No further projects were
undertaken this year other
than the English Olympiad.

NATIONAL ENGLISH OLYMPIAD
Robert Sharman, National Academic Co-ordinator
In spite of the pandemic and gloomy predictions, the
2021 Olympiad attracted 4,482 entries from 243 schools far more than had been anticipated – and for the 2022
Olympiad there were 5,679 entries of which 5,053 were
for the HL examination, while the number of
participating schools also increased.
Of the 277 participating schools in 2022, sixteen (from
six provinces) were schools that had never previously
participated in the English Olympiad. In addition, eight
were schools that had fallen away in recent years, but
whose interest had been rekindled - these included King
Edward VII School, Muir College and St Andrew’s
College.
The theme of the 2022 Olympiad was ‘A Brave New
World’. The examinations were held on Tuesday, 8
March and a briefing meeting for markers took place on
Saturday 19 March, led by Mrs Anne Peltason, the 2022
Chief Examiner. All markers for 2022 are members of
SACEE.
For the first time since 2019, we were able to hold the
prize-giving during the National Schools’ Festival at the
1820 Settler Monument in Makhanda.

The top 3 in the Home Language Olympiad were as
follows: 1st place: Khelan Desai (St John’s College), 2nd:
Melinda Rheyneke (Pretoria Chinese School), 3rd: Zahra
Kücük (Roedean School). The top 3 in the HL Olympiad
were as follows:
1st: Panashe Manyengawane (Blue Hills College),
2nd: Ravele Ramabulana (Mbilwi Secondary School)
3rd: Makafane Ntlamelle (Machabeng College, Lesotho).
The full list of winners is available on the English
Olympiad website.

The English Olympiad is a
joint project between the
Grahamstown Foundation
and the South
African Council for English
Education (SACEE).
.
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POLOKWANE BRANCH
TLOU Mashitisho
With all the talk about ‘returning to normal”’ it
became apparent that one should more accurately speak about ‘’ebuilding normal”. Many
of the relationships that existed prior to closures brought on by pandemic regulations have
undergone much change. Many of our core
volunteers have relocated for work or have
necessarily prioritised their time differently.
School teachers have also relocated or reached
their retirement years.
That said, the opportunities for growth are
evident and we continue to make the most of
those opportunities. We have strengthened the
relationship between the Polokwane City Library and ourselves by offering tournament
support. We have extended into primary
schools and pioneered weekday tournaments
where Grade 6-7 learners can begin to develop
the skills that debating affords learners. The
Scrabble league is also still in the works as we
wait on Polokwane Municipality to complete
its procurement processes.
Scholars Cup also staged a return in 2022 after
a 2-year hiatus. The Polokwane Round attracted a little over 100 learners. The round truly is
a celebration of learners’ achievements and the
community was delighted to hear the jingle of
medals filling the Mitchell House Theatre once
again.
Some challenges remain. The University of
Limpopo Debating Society is busy rebuilding
its membership and while it does so, our tournaments do struggle somewhat to have easy
access to adjudicators. I am thankful for the
group of volunteers that offer their time to
manage event logistics. Additionally, we continue to encourage our educators to make
themselves available for adjudication. It appears for them the task is as hard as it looks.
I also continue to take strides towards rebuilding our local executive. I am thankful for the
guidance I’ve received through my Toastmasters membership on building and sustaining
bigger teams. The investment of my time and
resources have been worthwhile.
With all this said, we can all take courage in
knowing that SACEE Polokwane continues to
provide more opportunities to do more than
just school and our learners and teachers go
home with smiles.

Major Achievements Over The Past Year
Limpopo Provincial Junior Team reaches 2 nd Division Finals
Raeesa Bhikoo,
Mu’aaz Mayet,
Coach Kyle Lyle,
Nikiwe Nkonyani and
Matshidiso Phiri celebrating the end of
elimination rounds at
Online National
Schools Debating
Championship 2021
Photo credit: Raeez
White

Myngenoegen Debating League finally gets off the
ground

Primary school top
speakers at the first
Myngenoegen Debating League hosting by
Mitchell House
Photo credit: Vaniah
Thomas

Polokwane Debating League hosts its largest event.

